Presents

JAZZ COMBOS

November 29, 2001  7:30 PM  Brechemin Auditorium

BALANCE
Don Immel, director

Selections:

1. BLACK NAPKINS (5:51)  MICHAEL & RANDY BRECKER (arr. Chris Hogan)
2. MR. PC (5:5)  JOHN COLTRANE (arr. Jon Armstrong)
3. WHAT'S NEW? (9:20)  BURKE & HAGGARD (arr. Superman Davies)
4. NAIMA (7:28)  J. COLTRANE (arr. Leif Dalan)
5. AFRO-BLUE (5:57)  COLTRANE (arr. Art Brown and the collective Balance)

Art Brown, alto saxophone
Jon Armstrong, tenor saxophone
Dan Davies, trumpet
Leif Dalan, piano
David Owens, bass
Hans Barr, drums

ROOM 55
Tom Collier, director

Selections:

1. LIKE SONNY  KERN/Mercer
2. EQUINOX  J. COLTRANE
3. I'M OLD FASHIONED  J. COLTRANE
4. LOVE FOR SALE  COLE PORTER

Emily Asher, trombone
Karl Baker, tenor saxophone
Cale Berkey, drums
Chris Davidson, bass
Adam Grupp, piano
Josh Pfeiffer, trumpet

THE MEANY TRIO
Marc Seales, director

Selections:

1. GLORIA'S STEP (6:12)  L. LAFARO
2. VOYAGE (7:08)  K. BARRON
3. LONNIE'S LAMENT (missed start) (5:13)  J. COLTRANE
4. THOUGHT AND JOY (8:01)  M. CABE

Michael Cabe, piano
Evan Flory-Barnes, bass
Cale Berkey, drums